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Abstract : This article discusses the problem of detection of technical channels of information leakage caused
by compromising  electromagnetic emanations (CEME) of computer aids. From the point of view of data
protection not all but only informative components of CEME can pose threat. Conventional approach, which
assumes searching for all CEME components with their subsequent sub dividing into informative and
non-informative, can be applied but it is extensive. This work proposes an alternative algorithm of panoramic
search of CEME informative components in wide frequency range based on development of on-line software
controlled change of operation mode of tested equipment units. It is demonstrated that probability of detection
of informative CEME on the basis of the proposed algorithm is at least the same as that of conventional
approach on the basis of consecutive narrow-band filtering into combinations of potentially hazardous frequencies,
however, the panoramic search enables significant reduction of testing by means of superposition of detection
and testing phases of CEME component informativity. Recommendations are given concerning selection of
thresholds of detection and optimization of processing parameters. Results of experimental verification of the
proposed algorithm are given for the case study of detection of informative CEME components accompanying
video data displayed on PC monitor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Reasons of occurrence of compromising electromagnetic emanations (CEME)

Operation of any radio engineering devices is in separably associated with occurrence of electromagnetic
fields (EMF) in their environment. For some devices emanation of electromagnetic waves is the main task, for
other devices occurrence of EMF is compromising and, rather often, undesirable consequence of their operation.
Electro magnetic waves generated in environment by devices, that are not designed to emit radio waves, are
known as compromising electromagnetic emanations (CEME). Properties of CEME, generated by computer
hardware(CHW) units, are interrelated with processed data, and hence, while analyzing the pattern of variations of
these emanations by means of sensitive intelligence receiver, the processed CHWdata could be restored. In order
to prevent information leakage the intensity of informative CEME components of CHW units should be monitored,
which in its turn leads to necessity of development of algorithms of their detection.
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1.2. Researches in the field of detection and interception of CEMEand their importance

Arrangement of information interception via CEME channel and protection against such interception is very
peculiar field of radio engineering. CEME have moderate intensity and are emanated into environment by means of
“random” antennas in the form of some cables and CHW units, hence, even dedicated equipment and possibility of
location of such equipment at the distance of tens (or even units) of meters from emanating CHW do not guarantee
successful interception of CEME. However, in rare cases when random factors produce operating channel of
information leakage, the hazard of CEME phenomenon is extremely high due to its in visibility for CHW owners,
because receiving of information by an enemy does not influence on CHW, and detection of leakage possibility can
be established only by rather labor consuming high-skilled investigation supported by dedicated soft- and hardware.
In this regard, starting from open access publication byVanEck (1985), the experts in the field of interception and
protection of information pay great attention to the research scope of CEME.

The article by Kuhn (2003) is one of the framework open access publications, which, in addition to
equipment and procedures of interception of information displayed in PC monitors, provides expert estimation
of noise intensity, against which the CEME components are to be detected. The procedure of calculation and
measurement of intensity of electromagnetic fields, generated by CEME, as well as recommendations on calculation
of security zone of CHW with regard of information leakage via CEMEchannel can be found elsewhere: Sudarikov
and Romashchenko (2011), Lykov and Syagaeva (2012), Korolev (2013), Zidong and Yuanhui  (2014).
Data required for calculation of CEME attenuation on objects of computerization can be found in Asotov,
SIBCON-2015 and Asotov, CriMiCo-2015. Some studies are devoted to detailed description of the mechanism
of attack and data interception. In addition to the mentioned work by Kuhn (2003), data interception is discussed
in Kuhn and Anderson(1998), Horev(2014) and many others. Peculiar attention in numerous recent works is
paid to interception of keyboard information (Vuagnoux and Pasini, 2009; Vuagnoux and Pasini, 2010;
Dmitryievetal., 2013; Ahsanetal., 2014; Sokolov, 2016). Obvious interest is given to specialized researches
concerning, for instance, analysis of reasons of occurrence and features of CEME interception, accompanying
operation of printers (Przesmycki, 2014), or data transfer by USB2 interface (Nowosielski and Wnuk, 2014),
and others (Rohatgi, 2009).

In addition to the studies directed at detailed description of CEME properties, generated by specific CHW
units, there are some interesting works considering the phenomenon of  CEME occurrence and information
protection procedures in total (Ivanov, 2007; Ermakova and Shlegel, 2008; Gorobets and Trivaylo, 2009;
Poyarkov et al., 2012; Meynardetal., 2012; Filin et al., 2013; Anishchenko et al., 2014). Separate group of
works is devoted to development and description of searching complexes intended for CEME analysis, as well
as detailed description of execution of specialized studies aimed at estimation of information security with regard
to information leakage via CEME channel (Buzov et al., 2005; Tupota et al., 2006; Horev, 2007; Cazanaru
et al., 2011; Frankland, 2011; Filippovich, 2014;Ulas et al.,2014).

However, despite the mentioned variety of works, the CEME detection is mostly “manual” operation and the
procedure of search automation is still uncertain. Procedures of detection of informative CEME components
presented in open access publications (Bekhtin, 2009; Soft- and hardware complex for searching of adverse
electromagnetic emanations: “Navigator”, Comparative analysis of methods) are poorly described and rather
labor consuming, that is, the study of alternative procedures of search automation of informative CEME
components is rather urgent.

1.3. Typical procedure of detection of informative CEME components

Typical procedure of detection of informative CEME componentsis comprised  of two stages (Radio
Monitoring, 2009).

The first stage is based on comparison of averaged periodograms, calculated for all monitored frequency
range.  At first, the observed spectral estimations are averaged in passive mode of tested equipment. Then, spectral
data are acquired again by toggling the tested equipment into test mode, where signals of CHW unit are presented
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by periodic sequences of bursts, which provides concentration of signal power in narrow frequency bands. By
means of comparison of accumulated spectral periodograms it is possible to detect the set of frequencies of
CEME components to be tested for informativity. Here with, in order to avoid omitting of weak CEME components
at the first stage upon comparison of periodograms even small deviations of intensities (units of decibels) are
considered as significant, and the list of frequencies to be tested becomes very long.

The second stage is aimed at testing of informativity of all “suspicious” frequencies. This testing is carried
out by successive narrow band processing of CEME components included in the list. Informativity criterion is
comprised of detection of interrelation between operation mode of tested equipment and observed frequency
distribution of power of spectral components. The tradition of the use of narrow band processing is dated to the
time of informativity testing by operator aurally: by variation of tonality of demodulated signal occurring
simultaneously with toggling of tested equipment into new operation mode.

It should be noted, however, that upon adequate efforts by developers of radio monitoring complexes the
operation mode of tested CHW units can be often controlled by monitoring complex. If, in addition, the radio
monitoring equipment is able to analyze properties of radio emanations in wide frequency range with high
spectral resolution (at least some hundred of Hertz), then it becomes possible to develop and implement into
practice an alternative algorithm of detection of informative CEME components, which provides combination of
searching and testing of informativity of detected CEME components in one procedure. Exactly this combined
processing algorithm will be discussed below.

2. METHOD

2.1. Features of data acquisition procedure

The analyzed in this work method of automated searching for informative CEME components is oriented at
its application in wide band systems of radio monitoring similar to those described in (Radio Monitoring,
2009). Such systems analyze radio environment in wide frequency ranges by means of their panoramic review.
The analyzed range is subdivided into bands with the widths determined by possibilities of radio monitoring
receivers and equaled usually from units to tens of megahertz. The receiver consecutively retunes from one band
to another and, after completion of transient processes, records complex data samples. The size of the data
samples is chosen in accordance with the solved radio engineering problem. Upon rapid wide band analysis of
radio environment the duration of data acquisition can be equal to some milliseconds, and in the case of other
tasks it can be significantly higher. Due to usage such short data samples and circuit optimization aimed to
minimize time loss for frequency retuning, modern radio monitoring systems can provide the rate of radio
environment analysis of higher than 1 GHz per second.

Another mandatory feature of data acquisition procedure is the use of online programmable toggling of operation
mode of tested CHW unit. The state of tested unit, corresponding to minimum possible level of compromising
emanations, will be referred to as passive. In the case of analogous monitor the passive mode corresponds to
dark screen, for keyboard: no pressing at all. The alternative state is active or test state of the considered unit,
when formation of CEME with the highest possible level is assumed. The mentioned state is implemented by means
of maximum frequent periodic change of information signal. In the case of anaogous monitor the active mode
corresponds to displayed sequence of black and white vertical lines; for keyboard: emulation of automated pressing
of any key with maximum rate.

Periodicity of signals, formed in test operation mode, generates radio emanations, the spectrum of which is
linear (Fig. 1). Hence, detection of CEME components should be reasonably performed in spectral region. With
this aim the time domain data samples of the observed signals s(r)(k), where r is the number of the set of samples,
k is the serial number of sample in the current set (0 � k �  N – 1,  N is the number of data sets), recorded by radio
monitoring system, are transformed into frequency region using the Fourier discrete transformation:
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where ( )w k are the coefficients of the weight function used for decrease in leakage of spectrum components in to
adjacent frequencies. It should be noted that usage of weight functions with low level of  lateral  lobes associated
with significant impairment of frequency resolution, thus, upon calculation of spectrum samples Eq. (1) it would be
useful to decimate spectrum samples, or provide fragmented accumulation of samples (Tokarev, 1995).

Finally, the phase spectra of different data sets have random phase deviations, which are not informative in
CEME searching. Hence, it is recommended to use periodograms as primary data of detection algorithm of
informative CEME components

X( r)(n) = � �( )  rc n
.

.                                                                             (2)

Fig. 1. Schematic view of image and spectrum of data signal intest mode.

2.2. Probability properties of periodogram samples

Searching for informative CEME components is usually performed in wide frequency band of hundreds of
megahertz, where the source signal s(r)(k)  is a sum of wide band normal noise with huge combination of narrow
band signals. In similar cases real and imaginary parts of complex samples(1) are weakly correlated between
themselves normal random values, thus, the samples of periodogram (2) should obey generalized Rayleigh distribution:
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where �nis the amplitude of signal component at the frequency of the n-th sample, I0(.) is the Bessel function of
imaginary argument of the first kind and zero order, and the parameter �xis defined as follows:

�x =
N
n� (4)

where �nis the effective value of influencing noise.
In addition, the following circumstances should be taken into account :
1. Tested for CEME computer hardware is tested in assembled condition. In particular, upon analysis of

monitor the operation of motherboard, processor, PC power unitis in progress. As a consequence,
electromagnetic field near CHW is generated by wide combination of signals of complex structure.
Since the compromising emanations have moderate intensity, the receiving antenna of radio monitoring
system should be located upon their search as close as possible to tested equipment, thus providing
“successful” receiving of all spectral components of all CHW units (components).

2. Anechoic facilities could be rather rarely applied for investigation into compromising emanations. Upon
operation out side anechoic chamber (“normal” conditions) sufficiently rich own spectrum of tested
equipment is supplemented by numerous emanations of “external” radio environment.

3. Maximum achievable frequency resolution is limited by technical performances of equipment and equals
usually to hundreds of hertz and even to several hundreds of kilohertz per sample.

4. The samples of periodogram (2) of low value, as a rule, slightly influence on the results of analysis of
information security with regard to leakage via CEME channel, since (most probable) they correspond to
the frequencies where only noise or low intensive compromising emanations are active.
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5. Using of generalized Rayleigh distribution in theoretical considerations leads, on the one hand, to rather
cumber some calculations (due to the Bessel function), and on the other hand only approximately
corresponds to actual situation, since at moderate spectral resolution not one but many “signal” spectrum
components fall into frequency interval corresponding to separate sample of periodogram (2).

Taking into account that

• at significant amplitude of signal component �n the generalized Rayleigh distribution is successfully
approximated by Gaussian curve;

• mutual action of closely located narrow band components “normalizes” the behavior of samples of
periodogram(2);

• significant error of the Gaussian approximation of samples at the frequencies where signal components
are absent and only noise is active does not result in rough errors in solution of the main problem of
information security;

it is possible to conclude that in order to describe properties of the n-th sample of periodogram (2) it is
allowable and reasonable to apply normal distribution:
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where �n is the parameter characterizing intensity of signal components at the frequency of the n-th sample, �nis
the value determining the intensity of noise component for the same sample.

Validity of such approximation is definitely confirmed by experimental study of actual observed emanation
spectra.

2.3. Combined detection and testing of informativity of CEME components

Detection of all informative CEME, acting in certain frequency range, is based on the use of online
programmable toggling of operation mode of tested CHW unit. Let us assume that due to alternative toggling of
operation mode of tested unit Ry periodograms are accumulated, corresponding to active (test) mode, and Rz
periodograms corresponding to passive mode. Since the test mode provides concentrations of CEME signals in
narrow spectral bands, and the samples of periodograms are weekly correlated by frequency, then in order to
detect informative CEME components it is allowed to analyze spectral samples independently on each other.

On the basis of values for the n-th sample, obtained for test operation mode of considered equipment, we
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obey one and the same distribution (5) with the parameters an0 and �n0. If the hypothesis H1 about informativity of

CEME component at the frequency of the n-th sample is valid, then the parameters any, �n1of y
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vector distribution

and the parameters anz, �n1 of  z
�

vector distribution will differ from each other. Hence, the likelihood functions of
the obtained data are as follows:
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Maximum likelihood estimations of the parameters an and n can be written as follows:
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Substituting the set of unknown  parameters an and �n, in Eqs. (6) and (7) by their maximum likelihood
estimations the likelihood ratio of hypotheses H1and H0can be presented as follows:
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Therefore, optimum in terms of maximum likelihood algorithm of solution about component informativity at the
frequency of the n-th sample of the observed periodograms  assumes comparison statistic (13) with the decision
threshold. In addition, the exponent in Eq. (13) is a constant in dependent on the results of measurements and the

likelihood ratio is a monotonous function of the expression� �2* *
0 1n n� � .

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Resultant algorithm of validation of informativity of individual spectral components

After simple transformations the algorithm of combined detection and testing of informativity of CEME
components can be written as follows:
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where Thresh is the selected decision threshold.
Contrary to the a forementioned typical procedure, which assumes searching for all CEME components and

subsequent consecutive testing of all detected components for informativity by means of individual narrow band
processing, the algorithm (14) without any additional testing detects only informative CEME components,
automatically ignoring other non-informative components. This is a significant advantage in searching speed of
informative CEME in comparison with typical procedure.

3.2. Selection of detection threshold of informative CEME

Probability properties of statistics Qyz(n) for the case of absence of informative CEME components are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
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1 – � = 5·10–7;  2 – � = 10–6;  3 –  � = 5·10–6; 4 – � = 10–5;  5 – � = 5·10-5;  6 –  � = 10-4

Fig. 2. Quantiles q
1 – 

of distribution statistics Q
yz

(n) for non-informative CEME components as a function
of number of periodograms R

y
 = R

z
 = R.

The quantiles for actual values of � illustrated in Fig. 2 correspond to the probability of false alarm, obtained
at individual testing of single sample of spectrum with the number n. Upon processing of wide frequency range,
containing many thousands of samples, probability of false detection of informative CEME components will be
drastically higher. In particular, this means that the higher is the frequency resolution of radio monitoring equipment,
the higher is the number of spectral samples representing the radio environment in the considered frequency range
and, hence, the higher is the threshold Tresh required for maintaining of integral probability of false detection of
informative CEME components. Taking into consideration that at Nall >> 1 and  ���  0 the expression  (1 – �)Nall

� 1 – Nall • �  is valid, we conclude that in order to provide integral probability of false  alarm Pfa the allowed
probability of threshold exceeding by singe non-informative statistics Qyz(n) should equal to:

� � Pfa/Nall , (15)

where Nall is the total number of tested spectral samples in overall tested frequency range.

Let us account additionally that single cases of false detection of informativeCEME componentsin the course
of specialized study are not so hazardous, as a rule, they slightly increase the time of data acquisition about intensity
distribution of informative CEME in frequency range. Taking this into account, in the case of application of relatively
inexpensive systems of radio monitoring, manufactured earlier than 2010 (Radio Monitoring, 2009), it was decided
to apply the following empirical equation for threshold selection:

Thresh = 2
1

3

K
K

R K
�

�
(16)

where the values of coefficients K1…K3 are selected in accordance with the frequency resolution used upon data
acquisition. Subsequent results were obtained with the coefficients K1 = 1,02; K2 = 9; K3 = 6  for the cases when
the interval between spectral samples was 3.125 kHz and at the coefficients K1 = 1,02; K2 = 13; K3 = 3 as
applied to increased by eight times spectral resolution which provides decrease in the frequency interval between
spectral samples to 390 Hz.  As follows from the comparison of thresholds Thresh with probabilities in Fig. 2, for
similar threshold the probability of occurrence of single false detected informative CEME for the frequency ranges
of 100 MHz is 25% (or less), which does not create problems in the course of specialized study but facilitates
detection of informative CEME components of  low intensity.
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3.3. Operation quality of algorithm of combined detection and testing of informativity of CEME
components

Physical simulation of the new algorithm (14) demonstrated that reliability of detection of informative components

depends on the number of processed periodograms, their frequency resolution and intensity of detected CEME

components. In the below diagrams the parameter ��characterizes the intensity of detected CEME components. It

is determined numerically by the difference in decibels between spectral samples corresponding to background

noise and CEME component to be detected. Figure 3, as applied to two tested values of frequency resolution �f

of radio monitoring equipment, illustrates probability of detection of informative CEME components as a function

of number of accumulated and processed periodograms. Figure 4 approximately compares the detection quality of

informative CEME components upon application of algorithm (14) and two-stage procedure described in

Introduction.

In accordance with Fig. 4 at high amount of accumulated periodograms the recommended above thresholds

provide the detection probability of informative CEME components more than 95% for the components with

excess over panorama ��equal or higher than 6 decibels. Weaker CEME components are also detected, but, of

course, with lower probability. Due to accumulation and use of additional periodograms this probability can be

improved, however, it would be more efficient to apply spectra with higher frequency resolution. When high

resolution is applied, significantly lower noise power faction fall with in each sample of amplitude spectrum, which

enables detection of significantly weaker components. The cost of the mentioned improvement is increase in time

and hardware expenditures required for data processing.

1 –  � = 0 dB,  �f = 390 Hz; 2 –  � = 4 dB,  �f = 3125 Hz;   3 –  � = 3 dB,  �f = 3125 Hz

Fig. 3. Probability of detection of informative CEME components for the developed algorithm.
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1 – developed algorithm (Ry = Rz = 30, �f = 390 Hz);  2– typical two-stage procedure

Fig. 4. Comparison of detection probabilities of informative CEME components for new algorithm and for typical procedure.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed algorithm of combined detection and testing of informativity of CEME components is oriented
at the use of  radio  monitoring  equipment providing spectral analysis of environment with high frequency resolution
(preferably, several hundreds of Hertz or less) and software enabling automatic toggling of tested CHW units from
passive state to active and vice versa. With the aim of reliable detection of informative CEME components for each
tested unit the number of periodograms accumulated upon cyclic variation of current operation mode of tested unit
should equal to several tens (at least 30) both for active and inactive operation mode of a unit. Though, the use of
comparatively low number of spectra with high frequency resolution can provide better results than accumulation
of many data sets with low spectral resolution.

The analyzed algorithm is one-stage and detects informative CEME componentsin all frequency band of
spectral analysis without usage of narrow band processing of individual CEME components. Qualitative properties
of the new algorithm are comparable with the results of conventional two-stage procedure of detection of CEME
components, and the obtained search rate is significantly higher.

In the case of the applied threshold the algorithm sensitivity is some what excessive. At high number of
accumulated periodograms (R � 90) and high frequency resolution this algorithm reliably detects CEME
components, which in active (test) mode in direct proximity to CHW have intensity coinciding with background
noise, that is, signal–noise ratio for them is 0 dB. Under ambient conditions and with accounting for attenuation
of  electromagnetic field upon moving of observation point from tested CHW such CEME components can not
be dangerous from the point of view of information leakage.Thus, in subsequent studies, it would be reasonable
to optimize the procedure of threshold selection aiming at detection of only hazardous CEME components from
the point of view of information leakage.
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